
Kinder Concert
“O is for Orchestra”

Ludwig Van Beethoven
1770-1827
“Symphony No. 5”

• Born in Germany

• Played piano
• Considered to be one of the greatest and most radical composers of all time
• His nine symphonies are considered his greatest acheivement, but he also 

wrote piano concertos, piano sonatas, string quartets and one opera
• Had his first public perfromance at age 8, and had his music published start-

ing at the age of 12
• Was influenced by the classical style of Haydn and Mozart, but created a bold 

and dramatic style of writing that made him uique and began the Romantic 
era

• Went deaf later in life and never heard his final works

Definition:
Symphony - a large-scale composition for orchestra, usually in four movements or 
sections



Ludwig Van Beethoven
“Symphony No. 5”, 1st mvmt
Classroom Activities

 Music Standards 
Kindergarten
1CE - Identify same and different (e.g. fast/slow, loud/soft, high/low and long/short).
2CE - Explore steady beat and rhythm.
7PR - Create a visual representation of sound.

 Procedure

• Suggested listening link:
Beethoven Symphony No. 5  https://youtu.be/B7pQytF2nak (0:00 to 1:20)

• Play the opening notes of the movement with no introduction other than to say “We are going to listen 
to a short bit of music” or something to that effect.  Most children will recognize the music.  Solicit their 
reactions.  Watch them as they listen.  Ask if any of them can copy the beginning notes with their voice, 
hands or feet.

• Build on previous lesson.  Call attention to the long and short sounds, and the specific pattern of Beetho-
ven’s motif/motive.
Motif - a short melody or rhythm that repeats throughout a composition.

• Help the students discover and imitate the famous “short, short, short, long” pattern that is carried 
throughout the piece.  Draw lines that reflect the motif on a whiteboard or paper.  Ask students to come up 
and “conduct” the class in tapping the pattern as another child points to the lines.

• Play the piece again.  Ask the students to raise their hands every time they hear the motif.  Observe them 
and reinforce their recognition by also raising your hand and acknowledging and complimenting them for 
their super powers of observation!

• Discuss dynamics, the level of loudness and intensity of the music.  Is this a piece they would like to play 
for a baby while he/she is napping?  Why or why not?  Help them find places in the music where it is very 
loud and insistent, almost like someone knocking loudly and persistently on a door.  If a child can demon-
strate that he or she can play the pattern correctly, give them a wood block or small hand drum on which to 
play the pattern.

• Lead the children to act as conductors.  Encourage them to make their gestures large on the loud parts and 
small in the soft places.


